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Is Taiwan still a Confucian society?
• No, but the General Guan and Justice

Bao, Chin-Tien still standing in the
central position of Taiwanese mind.

• This is not just a question about
Taiwan but also about anyone who care
development of China, globalization,
and Confucianism.

• There are some conflicts between
Confucianism and modern ”rule of law”
system practices at Taiwan:



 In dreams of “rule of law” society but not really accept the presumption
of innocence.

 Loving democratic politics but
rely on government to solve all
societal problems.

 Relying heavily on perfect
judge, public officers but never
trust them.





Who made them?

Governing system or 
drivers? 



Will the system ever kill anyone by itself ?



Taiwanese are searching for the future 
on the ground of western style of legal 
system. 
• Could we really believe that human are by nature good?

• Could our law build on the belief that human are by nature good?

• Could the law build on such belief protect freedom and good order of Taiwan
people and still helpful for economical development?

 Is the reflexive law theory just a academic idea came from Europe
or a nice plan for post-Confucian “rule of law” society?



Reflexive elements of Confucian Law

Dimensions Confucian law Reflexive law 

Justification of 
law 

Pursuit of “jên ”: teaching and guiding people to love 
people. 

Controlling self-regulation: the 
coordination of recursively 
determined forms of social 
cooperation 

External 
Functions of 
law 

To abolish one’s selfishness, egocentricity, and 
eccentricity of the self and establishing the process of 
self-perfection and self-realization. 

Structuring and restructuring 
systems for internal discourse and 
external coordination 

Internal 
Structures of 
law 

Procedure-orientation ritual propriety:  using proper 
social interaction to guide people internalize moral 
responsibility. 

Procedure-orientation: relationally 
oriented institutional structures 
and decision processes 



Failure of reflexive law experiments at current Taiwan

 Fomalism that caused disaster of educational evaluation practices.

 Presumption of evil that cause failure of food industrial self-regulation.

 Government’s improperly interference that caused serious conflicts in
the child care issue.



Let’s figure out the post-Confucian 
legal theory at free Taiwan society
• Is freedom more important then economic development and steady society

order?

• Should legal system designed for protecting freedom of citizen or to facilitate
economical development?

• And the most important is to know what is my ”beruf” to teach at college

of law in a post-Confucian society ?
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